
Melting Stone ist eine Installation, die an diesem Ort 
entstanden ist, und die seine geschichtliche Besonderheit 
durch Materialität und Abstraktion befragt. Die 
Ausstellung ist in einem stillgelegten Gebäude 
untergebracht, das einst die Büros der Deutschen Erd- 
und Steinwerke beherbergte, einer SS-eigenen Firma, 
die den angrenzenden Granitsteinbruch betrieb. Die 
Ausstellung nimmt die geologisch-historische Bedeutung 
des Steins zum Ausgangspunkt, um Gedenkkulturen im 
Gespräch mit materiellen und geologischen Prozessen zu 
befragen. Einst als Lava 30 km unter der Erde fließend, 
wurde der Flossenbürger Granit durch Kontinental-
verschiebungen an die Oberfläche gedrückt. Im Laufe der 
Jahrmillionen erodierten Erdschichten, die Lava kühlte 
ab und kristallisierte zu dem, was heute als verfestigte 
Materie in Form von Granit zu sehen ist. 

Eine Werkserie von Skulpturen mit dem Titel “Melting 
Stone„ experimentiert mit der Erhitzung der Steine bis 
zu dem Punkt, an dem sie zu schmelzen beginnen; der 
Lebenszyklus des Steins wird sichtbar. Das feste Material 
Stein, das üblicherweise im Zusammenhang mit im 
Trauer und Gedenken eingesetzt wird, wird in eine 
flüssige Substanz umgewandelt, die auf  poetische Weise 
mit der latenten Kraft von Lava in den Tiefen der Erde 
verbunden werden kann.

Glas entsteht, wenn Quarz (ein Mineral, das 36 % des 
Flossenbürg-Granits ausmacht) bei hohen Temperaturen 
erhitzt wird, bis es zu einer flüssigen Substanz wird. 
Beim Abkühlen verfestigt es sich, hört aber nie auf, auf  
molekularer Ebene flüssig zu sein.  Das zweite Werk der 
Ausstellung, “Sanding Glass„ eine großflächige Arbeit 
auf  und mit Glas, ist vor einem 14 m langen und 2,5 
m hohen Wandbild an den Wänden des ehemaligen 
“Gefolgschaftssaals” des Deutschen Erd- und Steinwerke 
installiert. Der nationalsozialistische Ideologie der Zeit 
folgend, sind hier kräftige Steinmetze und Bauarbeiter 
dargestellt, die im faschistisch-realistischen Stil gemalt 
sind. In den Jahrzehnten nach der Befreiung des Lagers 
wurden die Gesichter der Figuren absichtlich entfernt, 
darüber hinaus ist die Farbe aufgesprungen und 
abgeblättert. 

In Talya Lubinskys Arbeit sind jene Teile des Gemäldes, 
die nicht abgerieben, abgeplatzt oder verwittert sind, 
wurden abgeschliffen und geätzt, um sie undurchsichtig 
zu machen. Steht man direkt vor der Installation, sind 
durch das klare Glas nur noch die Teile der Wand zu 
sehen, die bereits durch die Zeit oder durch menschliche 
Eingriffe verunreinigt worden sind. So entsteht durch 
das Kratzen an der Oberfläche visueller Konventionen 
eine neue Zeichnung, die den Blick auf  die Inhalte einer 
Geschichte lenkt, die durch ihre Abwesenheit erzählt 
wird.

…the disintegration of structural integrity does not necessarily lead to 
the evacuation of meaning; processes of decay and disintegration can be 
culturally (as well as ecologically) productive; and, in certain contexts, it is 
possible to look beyond loss to conceive other ways of understanding and 
acknowledging material change.
-Caitlin DeSilvey. 2017. Curated Decay. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press

A prayer for ruins: 
Let us flood that monument in the middle of the city. The one with the 
concrete blocks that look like coffins. Let the water rise from the Spree (that 
river that flows beneath it). Let it run through the gaps which make a grid; 
and in time the water will have its way. That concrete will become stone, and 
the stone will become sand. 
Amen 

Glass, however, is actually neither a 
liquid- supercooled or otherwise- nor 
a solid. It is an amorphous solid- a 
state somewhere between those two 
states of matter.
- ‘Fact or Fiction?: Glass Is a (Supercooled) 
Liquid’. 2007. 
https://www.scientificamerican.com

“Feldspat, Quarz und Glimmer, die 
drei vergess´ ich nimmer”(Feldspar, 
Quarz and Mica, these three I will never 
forget) is a mnemonic taught to 
schoolchildren for remembering 
the main mineral components of 
granite.

Melting Stone is a site-specific installation that proposes an 
approach to historical specificity told through materiality 
and abstraction. Located in a disused building that once 
housed the former offices of the Deutsche Erd- und 
Steinwerk, the SS-owned company who operated the 
adjacent granite quarry, the exhibition takes as its starting 
point the geological-historical meanings of the stone, as a 
medium with which to interrogate memorial cultures, in 
conversation with material and geological processes. Once 
flowing as lava 30km underground, Flossenbürg granite 
was pushed toward the surface by continental shifts. Over 
millions of years, layers of earth eroded, causing the 
lava to cool and crystallise into what is now exposed as 
solidified matter in the form of granite. 

A series of sculptures titled, “Melting Stone”, experiments 
with heating the stones to the point at which they begin 
to melt; the lifecycle of the stone is revealed. The solid 
material of stone, commonly put to work in service of 
mourning and memorialisation, is inverted into a fluid 
substance, one that can be imaginatively imbued with the 
latent potentiality of lava in the depths of the earth.
 

Glass is created when quarz (a mineral that makes 
up 36% of Flossenbürg granite) is heated at high 
temperatures until it becomes a fluid substance. As it 
cools, it solidifies, but never stops being a liquid on a 
molecular level. 

A second component, titled Sanding Glass,  is a large-
scale glass screen installed in front of a mural spanning 
14 m long and 2,5 m high on the walls of the former 
“Gefolgschaftssaal” of the Deutsche Erd- und Steinwerk 
building. Nazi ideology is depicted by strong stone-
workers and builders, painted in fascist-realist style. In 
the decades since the camp’s liberation, the faces of the 
figures were intentionally removed, and all over, the paint 
has chipped and peeled away. Those parts of the painting 
that have not been rubbed off, chipped or decayed are 
sanded and etched, to become opaque. When standing 
directly in front of the installation, only those parts of 
the wall that have already become obscured by time or 
by human intervention will be visible through clear glass. 
Thus a new drawing emerges through scratching at the 
surface of visual conventions; one that shifts the view to 
the contents of a history told through its absences.
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In 1945, some of the people depicted [in the mural] were still alive, but for 
many people this wasn’t ideal; so, in anticipation of future ghost readers, they 
tried to blur their traces, deliberately allowing their faces to be chiselled away. 
However, today we have the necessary tools and technologies to wipe away 
these obfuscations and find out who is hiding beneath. The names might 
already be known, but now we can also make the faces visible again. After all, 
some ghosts leave behind traces that cannot be blurred and do not disappear 
– as much as it might be desired.
- Jörg Skriebeleit in conversation with Katharina Fink ‘Hauntology: Thoughts on Working 
with Ghosts at Flossenbürg Concentration Camp Memorial’ in Katharina Fink, Marie-Anne 
Kohl and Nadine Siegert (eds). 2020. Ghosts, Spectres, Revenants: Hauntology as a Means to Think 
and Feel Future. Bayreuth: Iwalewabooks

We have on this earth what makes life worth living
the aroma of bread at dawn
a woman’s opinion of men
the works of Aeschylus
the beginnings of love
grass on a stone
mothers who live on a flute’s sigh
and the invaders’ fear of memories
we have on this earth what makes life worth living
the waning days of dawn
a woman leaving forty in full blossom
the hour of sunlight in prison
a cloud resembling a pack of creatures
the applause of a people for those who face their end with a smile
and the tyrants’ fear of songs
we have on this earth what makes life worth living
on this earth, the lady of earth
the mother of all beginnings
the mother of all endings
she was called Palestine
she came to be called Palestine
o lady, beause you are my lady
I am worthy of life
- Mahmoud Darwish. 2003. ‘We have on this earth what makes life worth 
living’ in Unfortunately, It Was Paradise: Selected Poems. Berkeley: University of 
California Press           

Modernity’s injunction to mourn is exemplified in the monument, 
as if  to construct a palliative in which disposability can be located 
once and for all and buried. A melancholic reading affectively resists 
this injunction.
- Ranjana Khanna. 2008. Algeria Cuts: Women and Representation, I830 to the Present. 
Stanford, California: Stanford University Pressmagma stone dust

melancholy mourning

latent pastpresent

never over always ever over

ruinstonequarry

Despite relegation to a trope for the cold, 
the indifferent, and the inert, stone discloses 
queer vivacity, and a perilous tender of  
mineral amity. Stone aggregates, attracting 
to itself  disparate matter, varied rhetorical 
devices, especially of  the compound and 
dilatory sort.
-Jeffrey J. Cohen. 2015. Stone: An Ecology of  the Inhuman. 
Minneapolis: University of  Minnesota Press

The properties of  materials, in short, are not attributes but histories.
-Tim Ingold. 2007. “Materials against materiality” in Archaeological Dialogues 
14 (1) 1–16 C. Cambridge University Press

Unlearning imperial temporal markers (“It is no longer”) is already 
a way to listen to and interact with those who respond to every blow 
of  violence exercised against them with the claim “we are not what 
your archival documents attest that we are.” Without our complicity 
in acknowledging the existence of  the past, the archive could no 
longer produce “the past.”
-Ariella Aïsha Azoulay. Potential History: Unlearning Imperialism. London and New 
York: Verso

In an act of  confrontation, the piles of  corpses were to be brought 
to the attention of  the German civilian population and the dead 
laid to rest in an honourable burial. “Viewing the atrocities,” as the 
contemporary term was used in American reporting, “became a 
kind of  ritual, a social exorcism in occupied Germany.”
- Jörg Skriebeleit. 2009. Erinnerungsort Flossenbürg: Akteure, Zäsuren, Geschichtsbilder. 
Göttingen: Wallstein Verlag (excerpt translated by Deep L)

The opaque is not the obscure, though it is possible for it to be so 
and to be accepted as such. It is that which cannot be reduced, which 
is the most perennial guarantee of participation and confluence. 
We are far from the opacities of Myth or Tragedy, whose obscurity 
was accompanied by exclusion and whose transparency aimed at 
‘grasping’. In this version of understanding the verb to grasp contains 
the movement of hands that grab their surroundings and bring them 
back to themselves. A gesture if enclosure if not appropriation. Let 
our understanding prefer the gesture of giving-on-and-with that 
opens finally on totality.
- Édouard Glissant. 1997. Poetics of Relation. Michigan: The University of Michigan 
Press

Each morning a heavy sea mist would roll in and blanket the coast with a thick grey fog, as if the icy 
waters of the South Atlantic were turned to steam on contact with the roasting sands of the southern 
desert. Salt and spray hung in the air and bitter winds raked the coastline, whipping up the sands, 
reshaping the dunes and cutting into the faces of the sailors on deck. 

… What Diogo Cão had ‘discovered’ was the coastline of modern-day Namibia, the Skeleton Coast. 
The dunes he viewed in the distance were those of the Namib Desert, an enormous belt of bleak 
coastal sands, 1,000 miles long and ranging between 30 and 100 miles in width, that sealed off the 
interior of south-western Africa from the rest of the world.
- Casper Erichsen and David Olusoga. 2010. The Kaiser’s Holocaust: Germany’s forgotten Genocide and the colonial roots of Nazism. 
London: Faber & Faber

Precisely because the gravestones show the wear of time, they can evoke an awareness of 
the peculiar temporality of stone: stone is ancient, not only in the sense that it withstands 
the wear of time better than other natural things, but also in the sense that its antiquity is of 
the order of the always already. Stone comes from a past that has never been present, a past 
unassimilable to the order of time in which things come and go in the human world; and 
that non belonging of stone is precisely what qualifies it to mark and hence memorialise such 
comings and goings, births and deaths. As if stone were a sensible image of timelessness, the 
ideal material on which to inscribe marks capable of visibly memorializing into an indefinite 
future one who is dead and gone. 
- John Sallis, 1994. Stone. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press

To trace racial matterings across the category of  the inhuman, 
and specifically the traffic between the inhuman as matter and the 
inhuman as race, is to examine how the concept of  the inhuman 
is a connective hinge in the twinned discourses of  geology and 
humanism.
- Kathryn Yusoff. 2018. A Billion Black Anthropocenes or None. Minneapolis: 
University of  Minnesota Press




